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CASA CHARLIZE FLOREALE BLUSH

”Beautiful”

Story Casa Charlize Pinot Grigio brings greetings from the island of
Sicily, with jagged, the volcanic beaches are embraced by Mediterranean
turquoise waves and the lemon trees of spectacular slopes are rocked by a
warm mistral. Here, the delicacies of Mediterranean cuisine are always
accompanied by wine and, of course, the wine is local. Pinot Grigio grapes
ripen on this sunny island to their full glory, but the wind, the high slopes and
the coolness of the night also maintain their fine acidity. A little sweetness
makes the wine gentle and approachable, but at the same time gives
abundance, which makes it a great food wine.

Producer "Global Wine House collaborated with the over century-
old Castellani wine estate in Pontedera to create the Cantine Casa Charlize
brand. Leveraging their experience and expertise, they have tailored a wine
that is hard to resist. From grape harvesting to bottling, the goal is to produce
high-quality wine at a reasonable price, a universal ticket to Tuscany. Similar to
the top-tier Supertuscan wines that incorporate French grape varieties, the
official quality designation given by the authorities is IGT, which stands for
Indicazione Geografica Tipica, indicating a typical wine of the region, rather
than higher classification levels. The purpose of the Casa Charlize wine range
is to combine the quality and reputation of Italian classic wines with a deep
appreciation for the history and traditions of winemaking."

COLOR Light copper

AROMA Fragrance alternating ripe peaches, lime, redcurrants and white
flowers

TASTE Medium dry, freshly acidic, currant and peachy

TIPS FOR USE Casa Charlize Pinot Grigio is an enjoyable companion
wine and a decent aperitif, but it’s also great for oriental dishes, shrimps,
sea delicacies and savoury snacks.

WINE TYPE Rose wines
GRAPES Pinot Grigio 100%
MANUFACTURER Casa Charlize
ALCOHOL CONTENT 12%
SUGAR CONTENT 10 g/l

PACKAGE SIZE 6 bottle(s)
BOTTLE CLOSING Screw

cap
BOTTLE SIZE 0,75 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

257007
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